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Q1. Fill in the blanks with suitable Personal Pronouns given in the brackets against each 

sentence. 
1. ______________________ helped the old man cross the road. (he/him) 

2. She is rich but there is no peace in ____________________ life. (she/her) 

3. We scored as many goals as ______________________. (they did/them) 

4. Who can I trust, if not _________________________. (he/him) 

5. Is ________________________ is to be blamed for all his failures. (she /her) 

6. It was _________ who called you up in the morning. (I / me) 

7. Nobody but__________ was present in the house. (he/him) 

8. It is ___________ who came forward to help the flood victims. ( They/them) 

9. Who can I trust if not_______ ? (he/him) 

10. Is ________ to be blamed  for all her misfortunes? (she/her) 

Q2.  Identify the Possessive Pronouns and underline them:- 

1. This water bottle is mine. 

2. This is all yours. 

3. The last call I received was hers. 

4. The tall building at the end of this lane is theirs. 

5. That shirt is his. 

6. The dog that came running is ours. 

7. That house at the end of the lane is theirs. 

8. The green book without the cover is yours. 

9. The choice is ours. 

10. The new Honda Civic car is theirs. 

 

Q.3  Fill in the blanks with Demonstrative Pronouns. 

1. __________________is a present I received from my uncle today. 



2. Both cars are good; but___________ is better than _______________. 

3. Are ______________ the same students you were talking about? 

4. ____________ are the old books but _____________are the new ones.  

5. Isn’t __________________ the same bag you were talking about ? 

6. ____________is my pencil. 

7. _____________ are our books.____________ are yours. 

8. ___________ are the fruits n I eat. 

9. ___________ is my collection of stamps. 

10. ___________is my bottle not yours. 

 

Rearrange the words and phrases to form meaningful sentences . 

a) wake me/ the morning/ up in/ used to/ she 

 

b) to her/ love her/ listen/ I/ because/ I 

__________________________________________________________________ 

c) six/ cups/ of water/I/ today/have drunk 

 

d)stole/ wallet/my / I/when/ someone/getting down/ the bus/from. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

e)my/ umbrella/ is not/mine/is black/that. 
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